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“D

eed partitioning” involves complicated procedures
and should be handled by a professional solicitor.

ߢᝊፑඛНаȂԯթԳಯ҃ನᕕ࢙៉ࢉїᓙ

Such procedures are not part of the professional

႙ࢠਰߞྍڍȂЙᕕቅತԨࢉї෩ҍ࢙៉Ȅ

knowledge expected of estate agents. When estate
agents come across issues relating to “deed partitioning”,

ݺҩϘܟৎ੯КߞԳಯ҃ನ

they should advise their clients to seek legal advice and

ӏఀࢉїߞఱᡋӡҁߞࠫӡ

must not make any suggestion rashly.

ҙՙᎮȂх࣍ҁߞѪӀࠧ
௱ЙږȂϵ҄Ϡᜃᆷҁٟգ႕

Regarding the estate agent who failed to properly

ࠫȄ֯ऎߞԳಯ҃ನȂ

safeguard his client’s credit card, his professional standard

ನࢉїߞࠫӡҙঋϩжЈѕȂ

was far from satisfactory and his integrity questionable.

ϵӅԐঋۤఀࢉїߞఱᡋȂЖ

A professional estate agent should exercise due care

ҞӡࢉїߞࠫӡҙᜳѾࠛȄ

in handling his client’s credit card and seek his client’s
authorisation before arranging for payment by credit card.
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Views from Estate Agent Association Chairman Mr Evan Ng
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estate agent should advise his client that the partitioning

ւዋ࣏་֖ႍؔȄ

be handled by a solicitor. He should also remind his client

ލਛգྍබߏ་֖жࡵȂԳಯ҃ನ
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f a client intends to enter into a sale and purchase
arrangement which involves deed partitioning, the

that the property transaction may be delayed due to
ࠫӡҙ࣏ࢉїদঋߞߏȂৎ

difficulties which may be encountered in the process of

੯КߞԳಯ҃ನԨࢉїۤఀࠫ

deed partitioning, so that his client may consider whether

ӡҙࢢȂٟգళۤᏋညَᢼҝ

to proceed or not.

࠲ᇒȂѣ૿Ϟሮૌ۶ߞᅗ
࢘Ȅᆾᇒ؊Џ၃ҍࢽєȂঋ

In another case, an estate agent did not follow proper

ِԳಯ҃ನం৶Դฆࢉїѽ

procedures to safeguard his client’s credit card, which

ࠫӡᶗӹѾࠛێݕҁԇ֣ภ

is an important document. He failed to demonstrate the

༵ࡈȂ༷પۤ־ఀࢉїߞ੩বԢྍȂ࢙៉Ґి

professional attitude expected of an estate agent. The EAA

ڈधȂፁ࠲ం৶ᓲ֖ႍࢽєȄ

has recently issued a practice circular, which, amongst
others, requires practitioners to specifically obtain the
written approval of the prospective purchaser before any
arrangement could be made to use the purchaser’s credit
card for the payment of deposits or other purposes. The
training of practitioners should be stepped up to ensure
compliance.
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